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All Night
Icona Pop

Icona Pop - All Night (2013)
Chords 17/9-2013 by Jon Malmin (jogusmal@hotmail.com)
Tuning: Standard E (Capo 2nd fret!)

Intro: G  D  Bm  A

G                            D
We always dreamed about this better life, this better life
Bm                        A
We always felt it coming all along, yeah all along
G                       D               
We got the keys to open paradise, yeah paradise
Bm                            A
Now let s go walking hand in hand
                    G
Come on baby we can hit the lights
          D
Make the wrongs turn right
        Bm                       A
We can smash the clock, make the pop go rock
        G                       D
With a love this deep, we don t need no sleep
        Bm        A
And it feels like we could do this all night
G      D                             
.......We could do this all night
Bm           A
.......Yeah everything is alright
G                        D
We got the keys to open paradise, yeah paradise
   Bm            A
It feels like...
(Beat break, no chord)
We could do this all night!

[Just keep repeating the same chord pattern throughout the whole song]

Our winter melts under the summer skies, the summer skies
The seasons change, our hearts will stay the same, yeah stay the same
We got that burning feeling, start a fire, start a fire
Give it a shot, let s make it hot

Come on baby we can hit the lights
Make the wrongs turn right
We can smash the club, make the pop go rock
With a love this deep, we don t need no sleep
And it feels like we could do this all night



We could do this all night
Yeah everything is alright

We got the keys to open paradise, yeah paradise
It feels like....we could do this all night

[The lyrics and chords repeat themselves throughout the song, so I ll just end
the tab here!]


